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1. PREFACE 

Pol len analysis is traditionally undertaken on sediment samples collected 

from swamps, bogs and lakes. Practical experience, experimental resul ts and 

theories of the dispersal and distribution of pollen grains combine to indicate 

that sediment samples of such locations contain an essentially randomized 

sample of  the pollen dispersed within the basin of deposition at the time 

the particular sediment collected was laid down. Exceptions to this general

ization are recognized, particularly when the basin is extensive or inflowing 

streams create water circulation patterns which encourage differential sedi

ment deposition in different areas. But as a general rule it is understood 

that the pollen types one observes in samples of such sediments, and their 

relative frequencies, are a reliable index to the nature and proportions of 

vegetation patterns in the general vicinity at the horizon of deposition. 

The fact that the pollen of such deposits is transported to the locus 

of deposition in an aqueous medium is significant. Pollen grains are grazed 

and destroyed by a wide variety of herbivores and saprophytes, many of which 

are microscopic. These organisms are normally terrestrial and require aerobic 

conditions for survival. Aqueous environments of deposition thus accomodate 

the preservation of large numbers of pollen grains per unit volume of sedi

ment through exclusion of destructive agents. Another significant factor 

is the fairly slow rate of deposition under aqueous conditions. If a given volume 

of deposit represents a greater number of seasons of pollen production, it 

offers more opportunity for the accumulation of large numbers of pollen grains. 

Sediments accumulated in the context of archaeological sites are normally 

exposed to atmospheric pollen rain, and so also normally trap pollen grains. 

But these sediments are deposited under wholly terrestrial conditions, since 

man does not function habitually in an aquatic environment, and sediment 

accumulation may be very rapid and directly influenced by a myriad of human 
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activities. Further, such sediments are not exposed to the atmospheric pollen 

rain of an entire depositional basin. Normally, they are principally exposed 

only to the pollen dispersed by plants at or immediately proximate to the 

location of sediment accumulation, involving distances measured only in tens 

or scores of meters. These qualities encourage the degradation and destruc

tion of the pollen trapped, and tend to reduce the amount of pollen recover

able from a given volume of deposit. To complicate the matter further, 

human activities may introduce pollen into site deposits. This may be pollen 

of exotic plants brought to the site from distant locations by its occupants, 

cultivated near the site, or traded to the site. Even if the intrusive pollen 

is of local plants, human actions may influence the relative frequencies of 

pollen types in site context deposits. 

The net effect is that pollen" records recovered from the context of 

archaeological sites cannot be considered directly comparable to those re

covered from the deposits traditionally investigated by pollen analysts. 

Site context deposits must be assumed to contain not only less pollen per 

unit volume, but pollen which has been subject to different processes of 

destruction and preservation, pollen types which have been subject to a 

greater potential human influence in regard to both production and dispersal 

mechanisms, and pollen frequency values highly influenced by very localized 

behavioral and ecological conditions. In light of these complications, some 

pollen analysts (e.g. Wright 1974) argue that the study of pollen records of 

archaeological sites is not worthwhile if one's objectives are those of 

traditional pollen analysis: establishment of relative chronology through 

biostratigraphic correlation; reconstruction of paleovegetational patterns; 

paleoecological reconstruction; and paleoclimatic analysis. 
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The issue is, however, methodological rather than theoretical or practi

cal. From a practical perspective it is apparent that at least some sediments 

accumulated in archaeological sites contain reasonably large numbers of pollen 

grains which are sufficiently preserved to be identified. Samples from such 

deposits produce pollen records experiments have documented are replicable 

among different workers and are comparable to each other. They are thus 

subject to scientific study. From a theoretical perspective, such pollen 

records are interpretable as reflections of prior ecological and vegetational 

events irrespective of whether those events were extensively subject to 

human influence. Because pollen records are statistical in form, it is 

theoretically possible to differentiate those statistical values of a given 

pollen record which result from human influence and treat them separate from 

the remaining values. Even if the remaining values are highly conditioned 

by quite localized ecological conditions they are still related in some 

particular and specific fashions to regional vegetational and ecological 

patterns which may be deduced through sufficiently detailed study. The 

question is not whether the pollen records of archaeological sites can be 

used to achieve the traditional objectives of pollen analysis. It is how 

this can be accomplished. Clearly, it cannot be accomplished by the pro

cedures pollen analysts traditi ona lly employ for study of aquatic depos its. 

A similar problem was faced by Martin (1963; f1artin, Schoenwetter and 

Arms 1961) in his study of pollen records from alluvial deposits in Southern 

Arizona. In that case the sediments were water laid, but the pollen they 

contained could not be assumed to provide records comparable to those re

covered from lacustrine or swamp deposits since �luvia1 and lacustrine 

depositional process and basin parameters are so distinctive. Martin developed 

a distinctive method for interpretation which has graduall y been adopted by 

pollen analysts concerned with the study of lacustrine desposits as well. 
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rain records representing known conditions of vegetation pattern, ecology 

and climate. But there are two assumptions which must be made if one is 

to employ this method, and neither can be conclusively demonstrated through 

experimental evidence. First, one must assume that the effect of human 

activities upon a fossil pollen record of archaeological context can never exactly 

(within statistical parameters ) mimic the effect of natural processes re-

sulting in the formation of modern pollen rains. Thus, if a modern pollen 

record and a fossil pollen record from an archaeological context are statis

tically identical, that identity is not a human artifact. This assumption 

is hotly debated among archaeological palynologists. Some take the position 

that the assumption is normally valid since human actions are far less con

sistant than natural processes and there is little probability that human be

havior could effect" pollen rain mimicry. Others argue that since the natural 

processes which cause pollen records to occur in particular forms are essen

tially unknown, mimicry is not unexpectable. Yet others argue that though 

mimicry might occur in a given pollen record it is not likely to be the 

explanation for the occurrence of consistant pollen records from different 

samples assignable to the same temporal horizon. 

The second assumption is that modern pollen rain traps may be identified 

which are essentially comparable to the fossil pollen rain traps of sediments 

from archaeological context. Without such comparability the principle of 

uniformitarianism cannot be applied at all, so this assumption is of critical 

significance. Modern pollen rain traps used as a control for the interpreta

tion of lacustrine fossil pollen records are normally the surficial deposits 

at the mud-water interface of lakes and swamps ( t-1cAndrews, 1968). Moss 

polsters collected from the forest floor or tre surficial levels of the mat 

vegetation of bogs are also used (Hebb, 1974). Martin (1963) gathered samples 
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from a number of different types of recent deposits in an attempt to identify 

those which produced pollen records most similar to the fossil pollen spectra 

of alluvial sediments in Southern Arizona, ranging from cattle dung to flood 

waters and freshly deposited alluvium. He concluded that the sediments laid 

down in open water storage facilities (both earthen and metal cattle tanks) 

were probably best because such deposits integrated the pollen rain of a 

controlled number of years. But other forms of modern deposits, including 

samples of surficial sediment collected from the terrestrial surface, produced 

quite similar pollen spectra. Martin was able to document that terrestrial 

surface samples produced some\�hat distinctive forms of pollen spectra, hO�Jever, 

re 1 ati ve to surface: samples from aquati c context. Terrestri a 1 surface sampl es 

a)'e much more influenced by very local floristic patterns. 

Subsequent study of terrestrial surface sediment pollen spectra by a 

number of Martin's students (e.g. Hevly, Mehringer and Yocum 1965; Hevly 1968; 

r'1ehringer 1967, Schoenwetter and Doerschlag 197D) have regularly confirmed 

this early observation, and a series of experiments on pollen dispersal patterns 

(summarized in Faegri and Iverson 1975) have produced a body of data which 

tends to explain this effect. As a rule, the vast majority of pollen grains 

dispersed from any given plant "rain" onto the surface in the immediate vicinity 

with modal dispersal distance primarily influenced by the height at which the 

pollen is released and the pollen productivity of the plant. Taller very 

productive plants disperse the majority of their pollen most widely; smaller 

equally productive plants disperse most of their pollen an appreciably smaller 

distance; the pollen of small plants dispersing little pollen falls to the 

surface very near the plant. Thus the pollen rain of terrestrial surface samples 

is essentially composed of pollen dispersed within and quite close to the sampled 

plot. Those of lacustrine sediment surfaces are essentially composed of pollen 

transported to the sampling location by wind and water from all sources in the 
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basin of deposition. The tendency of terrestrial sediment modern pollen 

spectra Is to refiect local ecological patterns and floristic di stributions. 

The tendency of l acustrine surficial sediment pollen spectra is to record 

regional patterns of floristic dominance and pollen productivity. 

Because the pollen of terrestrial surficial sediments is exposed 

to similar degradational and decay processes. and tends to similarly trap 

local rather than regional pollen rain, some polTen analysts have dSSIJII'e'd 

that they produce pollen records essentially cOffiParable to those recovered 

from archaeological conte�ts. These workers have used terrestrial surface 

pollen records as controls for the interpretation of arch�eological context 

pollen spectra in a wide variety of locations In the arid portions of the 

Soutm.-estern United Shtes (Schoenwetter 1962a; r.ehringer 1967; Hill 

and He�ly 1968; I-:Claughlin 1977), I'>exico (Sdoenwetter 1972, Flannery and 

Schoer.�etter,1970) and South America (Schoenwetter 1973). 

Very little use of the method , h��ver, has been �Ade for the Investi

gation of archaeological pollen records in areas of temperate climate where 

coniferous and/or deciduous forest vegetation patterns occur historically.  

�choenwetter atte�pted to apply the �ethod in inve5tlgalions of archaeological 

context pollen records from North Central Wisconsin (1966) dnd the Mississippi 

Rh'er floodplain (196lb, 1964). Gish (1976) elaborated on tile earlier Wisconsin 

�'ork with apparant success. She was able to dOCUlr.ent that Intra-site biostrati

graphic correlations generated through pollen analyses controlled by surhce 

sarople records are consfstant with sedimentological and archaeological strati

graphic correlations of the sa�pled contexts. Fish (1973) utilized the method 

for paleovcgctation interpretation of archaeological pollen records of Powers 

Phase sites 1n KIssouri. Scho@nwetter (1974�) applied the method to the study 
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of pollen o f  Archaic, Early Woodland and Late \,'oodland contexts at the Koster 

Site in Southwestern Ill inois. The vegetational reconstructions produced 

were completely consistant with those independently derived from geomorpho

logical-sedimentological evidence (Butzer, in press) and malacological studies 

(Jaehnig, i n  press). 

Thus the assumptions which subtend the method, while recognizably debatable, 

are not so little evidenced that they have obviated the developn:ent of productive 

research. A few pollen analysts have been encouraged to produce interpretations 

of archaeological context pollen records from a variety of geographical locations 

which have the same objectives as traditional pollen analyses. In a number of 

cases these interpret3tions are consistant with those developed indcpendently 

on the ba�i5 of geological, paleontological and artifactual evidence. It i s  

still arguable that the interpretations produced by the method are erroneous, 

of course, and i t  i s  true that the assumption that a pollen spectrum from an 

archaeological context i s  not an artifact of human behavior cannot be tested 

experimentally. Thc relatively poor quality of pollen preservation under such 

conditions also di sturbs experienced workers (King 1975. Bryant 1976a). Inter

pretations developed through application of the method, however, seem sufficiently 

vindicated by theory and experience to be granted the status of evidenced 

hypotheses. 

2. INTRODUCTION 

Archaeological pollen studies initiated in the area of �'alTiOOt h  Cave 

National Park seem potentially open to interpretation through the method of 

surface saltple comparison. ,;ork accompl ished to date (Schoenwetter 1974b) has 

derronstrated that small quantities of pollen can be extracted from large volumes 

of arch<l€ological context sedi�ents at some sites in the area. The pollen was 

so poorly preserved, hov,'ever, and constituted such a nlinute fraction of the 

volume of any given salf.ple of the deposits, that analysis of only 10-15%: o f  
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the submitted samples was reasonably profitable. k'hile this is surely a small 

emetlnt of infonmation to recover considering the requirements of original in

vestment, it appeared si gn i ficant because of Its unique character and potential 

archaeological utility_ Also. of course, the 38 samples investigated did not 

accurately reflect the lolal range of archaeological contexts which exist in 

the I«:t:P study IIrea. \Oe could at least hope tllilt if other contexts were sub

jected to palynological investigation a pattern might emerge which would allow 

identification of types of contexts where study would be more producti ve , or 

alternative extraction procedures which would allow greater recovery of data. 

These investigations also docu��nted the occurrence of sequentially ordered 

variations i n  tile pollen records of sucll contexts. Sucll variations derronstrated 

the potential utility of the pollen analysis of archaeological context sediments 

In the study area for the construction of relative chronologies and the fdantl· 

flcatlon of ch�nges In the paleoenviron�ntal settings of prehistoric cul tural 

events. 

These stlldles " .. ere cor�lfru:nted by p.alynologfcal investigations of human 

paleofeces from lia!r/TOth and 5.l1ts Caves (BrY<'1lt, 1974; Schoenwetter. 1974c). This 

body of 1I'0rk evaluated certain palynological results as reflections of seasonality 

and others as artifacts of the behaviors attendent upon �enu preparation, medl· 

cation, and food redistribution systems of the occupants of the study area 1500· 

4000 years ago. Though such research compliments rr.any aspects of the present 

study, and �y be continued as opportunity develops , it should be recognf�ed as 

a separate form of study. It pursues Investigation of matters of arch<leologfcal 

pertlnenca, but Is not concerned with the traditional objectives of pollen analysis. 

This report presents the results of initial investigations of the �ern 

pollen rain of Ilanrnoth Cave National ParI: and applies that Information to the 

interpretation of archaeological context pollen records recovered from the deposits 
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of thrl.!e sites. I wish to begin this disCllssion, however, with a statement 

of my recognition that its outcome i s  in no way considered concl usive. t·tuch 

of the interpretive value of the pollen records of the 22 surface samples inves

tigated i s  severely l imited by the relatively s�ll number of samples involved. 

As Faegri and Iverson have repeatedly cautioned (1950, 1964, 1975), pollen 

analysis is a statistical procedure. The record of a single sample cannot be 

assunffed to be representative of the population of pollen grains from which 

i t  is drawn, and the fewer sa�ples one has drawn from any given population the 

more role chance may play in conditioning the pollen frequency values Observed. 

The surface samples investigated have been dra�m from six  d i fferent vegetational 

patterns and therefore it i s  necessary to recognize they are unlikely to adequately 

reflect the range of pollen rain variation which actual ly occurs i n  the park. 

I n  order to procede I'.'ith the investigation efficiently I have made the assump� 

tion that the salOplcs arc sufficiently nurr.erous for present purposes. I have 

uscd statistical procedurcs for evaluating this assumption wherever possible, 

as wel l .  But the assumption is only defended on the basis of a lack of contra� 

d ictory information. The conclusions arrived at, then, must be acceptcd with a 

weasure of skeptici sm. 

As should be evident from IT1Y preferatory remarks, the method of surface 

sample control for interpreting fossil pollen records depends upon two qualities 

i n  the data base: replicability and comparabil ity. Two or mare surface sarr,ples 

of atmospheric pollen rain ostensibly drawn from the same population should be 

statistically identical. The presumption i s  that such a population of pol len 

gNins is formed by a particular and exclusive set of natural processes operating 

i n  a uniform fashion. If the sarr,ples are not statistically identica l ,  i . e.  not 

replicates, they must be recognized as products of di fferent formation processes 

even i f  this i s  not apparant from inspection of the sa�pled plot. HO�lever, the 
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s�mples need not replicate each other i n  all attributes. That is,  they need 

not be identical in respect to each and every particular of variety and number 

of pollen types and relative pollen frequencies. A l l  that is required i s  

that the sdlf.pl c5 replicate each other i n  some respect which i s  unique to the 

samples of that population dnd therefore diagnostic of their relationship to 

the specific population of pollen grains from which the samples were dra��. 

To function as controls, the surface sarr,ples must also produce pollen 

statistics corrpdrable to those of the fossil pollen records under consideration. 

In particular it must be demonstrable that the unique attribute or set of 

attributes which relates II particular set of surface pollen records to a parti

cular vegetational ,  ecol ogical or climatic pattern is observed in compar�ble 

form i n  the fossil pollen record. The problem of comparability is a sticky 

one, as both qualitative and Guantitative mechanisnos of evaluation and judge

ment nrust be employed. Traditional fonns of pollen analysis similarly utilize 

both mechanisms to evaluate the cow�arability of pollen records, so the problem 

is not unique to this methodology. But in archaeol ogical pollen analysis 

anthropological judge�Ents are as crucial as biological ones, and this compli

cates matters. In the present case, the basis for quantitative evaluation i s  

weak because so few samples of modern pollen rain have yet been subjected to 

analy s i s .  Simil<lrly, the b�sis for qualitative judgement i s  reduced because 

';,'C presently �nol''' only a little of the habitual behavior patterns of the 

occupants of sites i n  the study area. Thus ';,'e are unable to make d('monstr�bly 

sound judgements of the probable effect of human activities on the pollen records 

recovered from the sites. 

Study of the madern pollen record of 1·;0:1' was initiated in the Srring of 

1974 in co-operation with Dr. Adolf Faller, then of Cleveland State University . 

At that time Faller was compl eting the final draft of a study of the pl ant 
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ecology of MCIlP (Faller 1975). As a means of assessing the range of variation 

in vegetation patterns occurring In the area. Faller had established a series 

of 44 vegetation stand stations through areal photographic analysis. Thirty

two of these were locations of representative wooded stands which were assessed 

quantitatively, the remainder were plots where trees ��re absent or rare. 

Seventeen of the surface pollen sa�ples ��re collected within the confines of 

forest stands established and evaluated In Faller's study. One surface sarr.ple 

was collected from the surface of a roc�she1ter archaeological site within a 

studied stand, one sample .... i\S collected from a treeless lOC<ltion faller had 

not studied, and onc was collected from a plot (50 x 100 feet) established 

for the purpose. 

Faller e�ploycd quantitative study pro�edures which c�phaslzed stand basal 

area using a variable-radius plotless r.ethod (Bitterlich saw�ling method of 

Shan�s 1954). This procedure yields plots of distinctive size. \'.'here the 

density of trees is low and the basal area of the trees of a stand is sw�ll, 

the plot may encoo.pass a number of hectares; \\here the stand is qulte dense 

and the trees have a great basal d1aw.eter the plot may encompass only a few 

lens of square M!ters. Because Faller's analysis serves as In assessrr:ent of 

the ecology of the study area, the procedure used by Faller to identify a 

sarr:ple within a stand \\as used to Identify the geographic space fro!l1 which a 

surface sedfa:ent pollen saro:ple was l'IOrn:<'llly collected. Faller col lected a 

series of sa"1l1es within each forest stand station for his analysis, Iwwever. 

In this study only one sample was collected at a stand location with one cxcep-

tion,\;'here two W(!re recovered. The surface sediment sarrpling pfocedufl! was ; 

that used in other forest areas (Schocnwetter 1966, in prep. ). Within the 

geographic area identified by the Bltterlic h  �thod, t��nty ·pinch" (Hl!v1y 1968) 

subsa�ples of sediment wefe collected from the base of the leaf litter ilt the 
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point minerQlization was first evident (the AO soil horizon) at random positions. 

It i s  thought that this sort of sampling recovers atmospheric pollen rain of 

the sampled area �ihich has been concentrated over a number o f  seasons by down

wash through the leaf l i tter and has been degraded and rcduced by most of the 

destructive processes likely to affect archaeological sediment contexts 

(Schoenwetter, 1n prep.). Records ,Iere kept of the number of mature trees of 

each species and the variety of shrubs at each sampled ill'ea. 

In theory, the surface samples have trapped If,()dern pollen rains which 

are principally derived from the l ocal floras of the sampled stations. They 

therefore are expected to produce pollen records ,.'hid are palynological re

flections of l ocal vegetation patterns. Since they \,ere collected to maximize 

the influence of natural processes destructive of the modern pollen and to 

minimize the effects of pollen rain seasonality, they are (at least in theory) 

resonJbly comparable to the sorts o f  pollen records that could occur in an 

archJeological context if those fossil recoros \""ere not more influenced by 

human behavior than the rr.odern surface sarrples. Because the samples .fere 

col lected from six different veget�tion types, and because each location was 

distinctive as regaros dominance, subdominance, coverage, sociability and 

other characteristics of vegetation patterns, the series should provide effec

tive information on the variability of pollen rains in r{arrrroth Cave National 

Park. 

It should be emphasized, however, that the number o f  surface samples 

recovered i s  not statistically adequJte for characterization of either the' 

modern pollen rain of ',:CNP or the range of variation in pollen rain of any 

given vegetation type occurring i n  the parK. The geograph i c  range of the park 

has not been sampled as yet, and only 1-5 sa!nples have been recovered from any 

gil'en of vegetation type. For purposes of this study I have assumed that the 
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offered. Presul1'.ably. future research wi11 resolve this issue. 

3 .  VEGETATION OF THE PARK 
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Faller's investigations (1975) led to the recognition of seven forest 

types within the �lCNP lJ.oundaries: m�cd t'esophytic Forest, �\testern t·;esophytic 
R..I;,.:/ Te,f'.'1 Fo .. �st 

Forest, Oak-Chestnut Forest, Oak-Hickory Forest, Floodplain Forest and Succes-
A 

sianal Forest. Stands ,",'ere classified into six ecologically significant cate-

gories: Beech �toods. Mixed �toods, Oak lI'oods, Hemlock Woods, Riparian �'oods 

andSua:essional Woods. These categories are interpreted as those grouping 

stand variations responsive to ecological factors conditioning the dominance 

and coverage values of the most important pl�nt species of the study area. 

Faller concluded that a good deal of the variation observed in the vegetation 

of the park is the result of historic human influences and consequent successional 

changes. Such influences range from introduction of chestnut blight and pJilnting 

of exotics to land clearance and selective lurr.bering. But some of the variation 

is certainly due to the substrate, topographic and hydrographic variations 

hohich characterize the MeNP area. Had historic hUMan activity never occured 

in the park, it is possible that the six forms of woods now observed would 

have been integrated into one forest type in which oak, maple, hickory and 

tulip tree ,,"'auld have formed a complex of dO�linant elements. But it is more 

probable that four forest types �Iould occur conditioned, respectively, by the 

distribution of floodplains. outcrops of r·lississippian bedrod (limestone ), 

outcrops of Pennsylvanian bedrock (sandstone ), and the dcep, lcvel soils of 

solution valleys and plateaus. �:Odern Riparian '.'oods, modern Oak I:oods, and 

modern t,lixcd h'oods and Becch \;ood, stands evidencing little hur..an influence 

• probably approxir..ate the vegetational characteristics. respectively, of the 

forest types that could be "nonnal" to the floodplains, limestone outcrops and 
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sandstone outcrops of the park. The deep soil districts, however , were 

favored by historical f,mners. The Successional Woods which now OCCur In 

such locations afe probably poor indices of their original floras. 
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Faller used the Bitterl1ch sampling procedure to provide quantitative 

estimates of the Importance of different species In II stand. This was ew.

pleyed to produce clU5ter analyses ba�ed on Indices of stand similarity for 

Identification of the six categories of woods .  Such analysis also allows 

placement of any location-speci fic body of vegetation data collected in the 

park by Bitterlich sampling upon a graph plotting the successional character 

of tile observed vegetation against relative degree of xerlcity (Faller 1975: 

87 and 89). so it offers a �ans of identifying the ecological significance 

of the vegetation of particular l ocations. Where the 8itterlich method was 

used to establish the geogrJptlical boundaries of the locations sampled for 

modern pollen rain study, we are able to plot the ecological position of each 

o f  tile sa!1)ling stations in reference to (i"oOisture and successional parameters 

(Fl!j. I). 
It w.ay be no ted that the Hemlock Woods vegetation pattern I s  not expressed 

on figure 1. This occurs as a result of the distribution of associations In 

which hemlock is a dominant or subdomlnant elerr�nt and the character of Fal ler ' s 

salr'pling procedure. Ilemlock Is a highly localfzed as it dominant or sub-dominant 

elelll!nt in the park at the present tirr.e, to the degree that Hemlock \-.'oods plant 

associations have a mad;edly Sm/lller geOgraphic extent than the other five 

vegetation types. Since Hemlock I>:oods could not be Isolated as a geographical 

unit from areal photographs like the others. it could not be internally 

sampled within a single stand. Faller Identified Hemlod \loods as it segregate 

vegetation type on the basis of several 8itterlich sawples in a number of stand 

locations which he then grouped into a co��slte set. As this set represents 



only one stand, it i s  not amenable to the cluster analysis procedure used 

to establish the ecological parameters graphed on Figure 1. 

4. OBSERVATIONS 
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Observation of the pollen extracted from the surface sediment samples 

was control led by attempts to insure comparability with the fossil pollen 

records of archaeological sites. Experience has de!OOnstratcd that the site 

context deposits are not polli nferous. Generally ,  an extract of the pol1en

bearing fraction of ca. 100 cc. of sediment yields so little pollen that less 

than 10 grains are observed per drop of extract. In sow.e cases, hOl·;cver, 

30-100 pollen grains occur per drop and in a very few cases 1000-3000 pollen 

grains occur. To avoid inordinate investrr�nt of labor in the analysis of 

the fossil pollen only those samples of the last two categories are investi gated, 

In these cases, all the pollen of a single drop of extract or 100 pollen grains 

are tabulated, lI'hichever occurs first as observation proceeds, We have been 

concerned, of course, about the statistical quality of pollen counts of 30-

100 grains, TrIO hundred grain counts are the tradi tional Kceptcd minimal 

standard for pollen analysis (see Faegri and Iverson 1975:187) though experimental 

evidence may be presented which indicates that the value of s.raller counts is not 

in-,paired i f  feller than 20 pollen types are encountered i n  each pollen record 

(Schoenll'etter, i n  prep, ) , A pollen sum of 200 grains was utilized for observa

tion of the controlled modern surf2ce samples as it was felt that a larger 

number would reduce their comparability to the fossil records and a smaller 

number might be suspect. 

Because fossil pollen i s  not generally as well preserved a s  the pollen of 

the modern surface sediments, fine detai l s  of pollen morphol ogy are adversely 

affected by the more corroded, eroded, broken and distorted characteristics 

of the fossil grains, Certain taxonomic distinctions which can be lI'.ade in 
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identification of the pollen of the surface samples we� therefore disregarded 

during observation, to effect closer comparability with the fossil record. For 

example, size variations of pollen of the genus Quercus, which could potentially 

be an index of species distinctions, were not recorded. Similarly, morphologi

cal distinctions among pollen types of the Ambrosieae and Tubuliflorae tribes 

of Compositae �Iere not recorded. 

5 .  ANALYSIS: CONTROLLED POLLEN RECORDS 

The first analytic design employed for asseSSlf€nt of the tl'.'enty 200-gr<!in 

pollen records was that normally and traditionally used in pollen analyses 

attempting identification of comparable pollen records. This involves graphing 

pollen type frequency values to allow visual comparison of the data within and 

and betlo:een vegetational categories (Fig. 2). Simple inspection of the frequency 

values is nonnally thought sufficient to document comparability, though localized 

conditions fostering the overrepresentation of p�rticular pol1en taxa or the 

long-distance transport of particular taxa might require adjustments of the 

pollen sum upon which frequency values are calculated. 

Al1 of the surface sample pollen records were collected �t localities 

subjected to the same climatic conditions, but edaphic conditions vary and the 

degree of successional advancement is not uniform an�ng the sampling stations. 

It �.'as therefore anticipated that the analysis might have one of tl�O results. 

If the primary condition controlling pollen frequency values �.'as a regional 

phenolflenon, such as climate, inspection should docurr.ent COlT'parability arr.ong 

al1 the samples. If the primary condition affecting the pollen record was 

floristic, those samples collected from e<lch type of �:oods should be comparable 

but not comparable to the samples collected from another woods type. This would 

occur because each type of I·mods responds to local combinations of edaphic and 
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biotic conditi ons . 

It may be observed that all the records of figure 1 are comparabl e in 

regard to the frequency of arboreal pollen (AP). This Is true I rrespective 

of arboreal density at the sampling locality , for some loci supported no 

trees at all and others supported large numbers of trees . Apparently. modern 

regional conditions of the MeN? area are best identified palynologlcal ly by 

the occurrence of AP values having a mean of 80.9! and a 9SS confi dence interval 

of 76% to 86�. However, Inspection does not provide documentation for the 

proposition that pollen records of different types of woods afC nortr�11y 

c�arable a��ng themselves but non�coaparable with each other . The si ngl e  

pollen record from a Hemlock Woods station contains a distinctive frequency 

v�lue fDr hemlod pDllen, but \if! canilDt presently know if this is characteristic 

of the popul ation of Hemlock �'oods samples as t�re h no mechanism for 

statistical evaluatiDn. Successional st�nds are rr�re conslstantly characterized 

by the occurrence of pine poll en at a ftequency value e;.:ceeding 401, but hal f of 

the �lhed Woods samples and 401 of the Oak lo.'oods sa�les are statistically 

COlqlarable in this regard. Judging on the basis of this procedure of �nalysis, 

it appears fa irly clear that the type of vegetation occurfng at a silf!lIling 

location cannot be recognized through inspection of the frequency values of 200-

grain pol len counts recovered from deposits occuring at that l ocus . Ther-e is 

neither sufficient comparability among sJr.:ples known to be derfved from the 

same vegetation type, nor sufficient lack of comparability an:ong s8rples known 

to be deri ved from distinctive vegetation types . 
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But simple Inspection of pollen frequency values Is  not the only analytic 

procedure which may be used to measure the comparability of pollen records . Though 

they are not tradltfon�11y employed, a variety of statistical procedures for analysis 

of variance are applicable to pollen data as a result of Its expression as frequency 

values. r�simann (1965) . Webb (1974a), an d  Birks, ot al (1975) have explored the 

value of univariate and multlvarlant procedures such as homogeneity chi square 

analysis, principal components analysis, and eoononical correl ations analysis. 

Burton (1973) and Smith (1976) have explored the application of multfvarlant dis· 

crlmlnant function analySis as yet another avenue . 

Because the low number of sampl€s recov€red from a given type of woods ��ke 

the application of any statistical proc€dure suspect, i t  is  €vld€nt that no 

stdtistical procedur€ should b€ used I<'h lch r€quires accept3nce of many complex 

aS51.1T1".ptions about th€ data that can neither be acc€ptcd or rejected. It is also 

evident, ho...:ever .  that if ilny statistical procedure is to be used it should be of 

the category statisticians call �robus t . ·  The term robustness refers to the 

sensitivity of a test to distortions of various kinds. Such sens i t l v 1 ty allows 

more cause for acceptance of null hypotheses; for example. the hypothesis that two 

pollen records are not conp3rable. Since multlvariant procedures of analysis of 

variance are genera l l y  ��re robust than univariant procedures, use of a mul tivariant 

examination of these pollen records is the IlOre conservativ€ approach. if distor

tions occur as the result of such factors as differential pollen pr€scrvation, 

long-distance transport of pollen or local overrpresentation of particular pollen 

types, a multivarlant analysis--being more sensitive to such dlstortions--n�uld 

tend to identify them �nd recognize two pollen records as non-comparable that cou l d  

be identified as comparable if a unl varlant analysis was employed. 

Aw.on g  the various ffiultlvariant procedures pollen analysts have employed. dis

criminant functions analysis seems most suited to the specific needs of this study. 
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WQbb and Clark (1977) have recently d�mQnstrated that multiple regression analysis 

i s  the least complex and most effective among five rnultivariant procedures used to 

establ ish cal ibration functions that allow i nterp retation of pollen records i n  terms 

of meterol ogica l parameters . Webb and McAndrews ( 1 976) show the val ue of a 

combination of trend surface and principle components analysis for the assessment of 

broad scale features of modern pollen rain records to allow i l l ustration of the 

realtionship of pollen rain to regional forest types by use of isopoll rr,aps of 

northeastern North America. Bernabo and Webb (1977) have used these isopo!l  maps 

in conjunction with a variety of other data fonns ( i sochrome maps and di fference 

maps) as a �eans of tracing the chang ing l ocation and composition of four major 

vegetational regions during the Kolocene in northeastern North America. In view 

of these successes, I'lhy lias discriminant fUnction analysis selected? 

The procedures used by liebb and his colleagues are, l i ke discriminant functions 

analysis, t;ased upon a l i near empirical model of the relationship behleen pol l en 

rain and the set of conditions (cl imatic, edaphic dnd biotic) which cause i t  to be 

formed as observed. Pr i ncipal components analysis, multiple regression analysis 

and forms of correlati on analyses justifed by the model assume the occurrence of a 

continuoU5 distribution of the 1ndepen dent variables �'hich influence the pollen rain . 

These fonns of analysi s  recognize, then. a range of biological expressions for various 

forest type s .  The flora observed at a sampling location may, for exar.lple,  have a l l  

the attributes of a plant association characteristic of the Boreal Fores t vegetation 

type . But that flora ' s map position and its relationship to adjacent plant associa

tions i n  the region unequivoca l l y  �Iould der.lOn strate that the plant association i s  

properly classified as one of the v ariants of the t-lixed Forest vegetation type. 

Discriminant functions analysis i s  specifically designed for analysis of data 

which may be unequiVocally assigned to discrete groups. That is,  a data base in 

which the independent variables are demonstrably non-continuous . This is precisely 
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the situation of the sampl� coll ected from MCNP. Thanks to thE prior work of 

Faller, it i s  possible unequivocally to assign each sample to one of six categories 

of woods and to recognize its relationship to particular samples of the same or 

different categories i n  terms of degree of successional advance and degree of 

xericity. To ignore the value of such information i n  selecting the appropriate 

format of analysis of the pollen records would be fooliSh. Discriminant functions 

analysis was therefore el ected over other procedures justified by the same mathema

tical model of the relation of pol l e n  rains to ecological factors. 

The first discriminant function analysis employed
' 

\""d S  a step-wise analysis 

�'hich utilized almost all of the palynological infonnation avai lable.  In essence, 

the computer ,,"'as asked to calculate the set of mather.1atical statements necessary to 

discrimin�te the pollen frequency values for each of five vegetation types as widely 

as possib l e .  Then it ,,"'as required to statistically test the hypothesis that the 

group mean values for each of 38 pollen typcs
2

, taken tllgether, were not likely 

to be the result of chance. Since inspection of the pollen frequency values indicated 

there was l i ttle compn�bi l ity among the spectra of a given vegetation type, i t  �Ias 

anticipated that the discriminant function analysis would indicate the same result . 

That is, the discriminant analysis would document the proposition that the pollen 

records of various types of woods were so much like each other that statistically 

significant discrimination of each or any group ,,"'as not possible. 

The analysis identified two math�tical statements (discriminant functions 

or "roots") which, respectively, account for 95.5% and .031 of the variation i n  the 

data. That is, applying these two functions to the pollen frequency values a l l ows 

l
B JOj1ED Program m, Health Sciences Computer Fac i l i ty ,  UCLA, Version of September 
1 ,  1955. 

2
Zea was excluded from consideration and Ambrosieae and Tubiliflorae were collapsed 
�the single category "Compositae." 
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discrimination of pollen records from the five vegetation types (Hemlock Iloods was 

excluded because It Is represented only by a single sample) 95.53S of the time. 

An F test indicates that the probability that these functions could be achieved 

by chanCI! distribution of the data i s  less than 1 chance In 10,000. The distribu

tion of records when graphed after appl1c�tion of these functions is I l l ustrated 

In figure 3. The multlvarlant mean value o f  pollen frequencies for each of the 

types of woods (the �centroid value") is graphed as an IISterisk; the rMge of 

discriminant score values of the most divergent pol len spectra In each forest type 

group Is also represented . 
This analysis Indicates that though inspection of pollen spectra docs not 

• 

provide , b�sis for determining the vegetation pattern at a sampling locus , dlscri-

minnat function analysis might provide such II basi s . The word might Is used advisedly 

because it is clear that one of the basic ass��ptions of the statistical procedure 

is not demonstrable. The procedure assumes the range of 

palynological variation that might be observed i n  the population of pollen grains 

from ei,lch type of \1oods is adequately reflected in the available data. We cannot 

know that this is  true. Therefore we can only say at this Juncture that discriminant 

function analysis allows a means of Identifying the vegetation type associated with 

a 200-grain  pollen record if  the assumption holds up upon statistical testing. 

1n any case, this d iscriminant function analysis does not adequately  serve to 

control the archaeological pollen records of t�CNP . This analysis tool: 38 pollen 

taxa Into consideration In the calculation of mean pollen frequency values of the 

vegetation type groups. Because of poor preservation, fossil pollen records 

contain fell'er pollen types . Also, i,lll of the pollen types of the modern pol len  

rain ilre not produced b y  plant taxa ��hich are conditioned by the ecological factors 

... Mch account for similarities and differences aoon!! the vegetation types of KCUP. 
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For example ,  plne pollen occurs r�gularly In  appreciable quantities in the surface 

samples but plne trees in  the park arc a l l  introduced since the beginning of this 

century. They reflect only the systematic htlman behavior pattern of planting plne 

trees to beautify roadsides and/or prevent surface erosion. The degree to which 

pine pollen frequency values aid I n  the discrimination of forest type pollen records 

is,  then. an artifact of human behavior or long-distance transport of pine pollen 

and not an expression of ecological factors conditioning vegetation pattern 

Characteristics. 

With these facts In mind, and guided by faller's identification of the plant 

taxa of the park which characterize the types of ��ods. a second discriminant function 

analysis was undertaken .3 This time only the frequency values of 1 1  pollen �pes 

were considered, and frequency c�lculatlons of each sample were based upon the sum 

of the observed pollen of those types . It was reco!lnized that we here treaded very 

heavily up on the assumption that the number Of pollen grains observed in the 1 1  pollen 

categories in each sa�Je is adequate for statistical analysis. But it is Impractical 

to attempt to observe II'IOre than 100 pollen gr<lins in the fossil samples . If rigorous 

controls cannot be Ident1fled for Such pollen counts tllen they simply cannot. Con

versely, if  there Is some indication that It Is  possible t o  hork within such con-

stralnts i t  is obviously profitable to attempt to do so. 

The discrilllinant function analysis underu,ken using 11 variables produc� the 

results i l lustrated as Figure 4 .  The two functions account for only 84. 6% of  the 

observed v�riance ( a  notable contrast to the results of the first analysis) and of 

th�t �mount only 64.3X Is not l i kely to be a result of chance (p • .  03). Essentially, 

this analysis informs us th�t samples from Oak \loods can be recognized as h�ving 

very distinct mean pollen values from those of other vegetation types and that 

3DISCRm program, ASU Statistical library. This program does not graph the results 
of the �n�lysis, but I t  prints the discriminant weights for each vari�ble and the 
dtScrimin�nt scores of each pol len record. 
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samples from Successional Woods can very likely be separately recognized. Consi

dering a l l  the individual sources of distortion potentially inherrent i n  this data 

base, though, i t  is a manel that any discrimination of vegetation types was 

achieved i n  which a measure of statistical confldence can be established. Aga i n ,  

the expectation was that all of the vegetation patterns would be assessed as 

palynological1y comparable with a probability of . 05 . The result obtained indicates 

that the pollen records of Oak WOods are sufficiently distinct from the others 

that the odds are about 4 to 1 thdt this i s  not due to cndnce. 

One of the 1 1  pollen types used in this second discriminant function analysis 

was Pinus. It was incl uded because i t  appears in abundance in the surface pollen 

record and w�y have some particular relation to the Successional Woods samples 

group. But �Ihen the results of the second analysis �'ere i n ,  I felt it might be 

useful  to see what would happen if the discriminant functions Io'ere developed only 

on the basis of the 10  pollen types which Jre produced by the ��st ecologically 

s ignificant taxa in the park and are most cotmmnly repnsented in the fossil pollen 

record: Quercus, Carya , Ulmus, J uglans, Liriodendron, Fagu s ,  Chenopodiineae, 

Gramineae, I�agno 1 iaceae . and Compos i tac. 

In this third analysis the number of pollen grains observed in some samples 

vias bel ow the minirnum number a stJti stician would consider usable - or even 
reasonabl e. But I was curious to l earn whether or not � discriminations could 

be generated Io'h;ch had statistical credibility. I f  not, this analysis would finally 

document the extrEme l imitations of the fossil pollen record by demonstrating that 

i f one utili�ed only those few pollen grains of ecologically significant taxa 

observed i n a small pollen count one could not identify vegetation types from 

their pollen spectra. To my surprise, the analysis indicated such expectations were 

not fulfil l ed . Ilot only did the third analysis a l l ow discrimination of as many 
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veget�tion types �5  the second analysis, i t  actually accomplished this task better 

than the second analysis. That i s ,  1t offered a more s�ure statistical basis for 

confidence in  the proposition that the discriminations arc not due to chance. 

The results of the third analysis are I l lustrated as Figure 5. The two 

discriminant functions account for 86.5S of the variance In the data. of �hlch 

72.41: Is not l i kely to be a result of chance (p z .016) . In this analysis ,  pollen 

records of Oak Hoods are very strongly discriminated from Riparian Woods records. 

The odds are about 99 to 1 tha t � po 1 1  en record from one of these 

types will  not be cOI'Mparable to a r�ord from the other 

, vegetation 

Discrimination 

of pollen records of the Beech �oods vegetation ty�e is less secure in this analysis, 

however. The odds only are 3:2 that a �ol1en record from a Beech 1Ioods location 

will be non-com�ar�ble to one from any location other than Oak Woods. 

Since no statistical argument is  more credible  than the assumptions upon which 

it  is based, the fact that palynological discrimination of vegetation type groupS 

was achieved through the third discriminant function analysis cannot be assessed as 

convlnciny. It Is  certainly suggesthe, however, and it could be confirmed or 

denied If  a st�tlstlcally large number of surface pollen sarr:ple records tlere to be 

analyzed of each vegetation pattern. A reliable minimum would be ap�roxlmately 

30 sarr:ples from each type of woods, though larger numbers would �rovide greater 

confidence in the stlltistical argOOlent. Fortunately, there Is another argument 

which reinforces the credibil ity of the outcome of the third dlscrl�inant function 

analysis. Since it  Is Independent of the st<ltistical ngument, It  s-lrongly supports 

the hypothesis that discriminant function analysis based on len pollen ty�es In  

pollen counts of 100 grains or  less In fact offers a means of Identifying the 

vegetatlon type occurlng at the sarr:plln9 location. 

Faller 's  ecological analysis of the vegetation of �lCNP drew the conclUSion that 
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two ecological conditions are most directly responsible for the vegetation type 

variations observed i n  the area today: the degree of successional advancement and 

the degree of xericity. The fernier i s  strongly infl uenced by h i s toric hUITliIn behavior, 

the latter by topographic, hydrographic and sub,trate factors. Presumably, these 

two ecological conditions affect the modern pollen rain of the park as well, since 

the pollen rain is produced by the modern vegetation. Those ecological conditions 

which affect the competitive vigor of a plant taxon should also affect that taxon ' s  

reproductive capabi l i ty and thus its capability to produce and disseminate 

quantities of its  pollen into the local environment. 

All of the tGn pollen taxa of the third discriminant function analysis are 

produced by plants highly adapted to the factors which condition the occurrence of 

the various vegetation types of �·ICNP. The Riparian Woods type i s  adapted to deep, 

w�tcr-lairl, oft-flooded substrates. Ulmus, Chenopodi i ncae and Compos itae pollen 

are produced by plants frequently o" uring under such conditions. Successional 

Woods are adapted to disturbed areas in which high light levels o,cur and soils are 

not conditioned by the decompos ing � .. ood and l eaves of mature stands of vegetation. 

Compositae. Gramineae and Chenopod i i neae pollen derive from plant fonlls character

istic of the early successional stago in such s i tuations and l ioriodendron and 

Magnol iaccae pollen derive from plant forms characteristic of a jator successional 

stage. Beech Woorls vegetation i s  adapted to moderately xeric conditions and the 

rich soils �Ihich result from a long succ�ssional advance. Fagus pollen i s  

produced by a plant taxon adapted so stringently to such conditions that the tree 

survives as a dominant or subdominant element only where they occur. Mixed Woods 

are adapted to the same moisture parameters as Beech Woods but to less rich sub

s trates . I t  i s  'Iel l represented today i n  the solution valleys of the l imestone 

karst portion of �:CI!P. Juglans,  liriod�ndron. and I�agnol faceae pollen derive from 
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plant fonns very well adapted to such conditions. Oak Woods are adapted to tile 

most xeric environments of the par�. Carya and Quercus pollen derive from plant 

genera observable in all  of the vegetation types of the park and adpated through 

species diversity to almost a l l  habitats as successful dominant or subdominant 

forms. But the reproductive competitive advantages of these genera are best 

expressed in the Oa� Woods vegetation type. Since pol l I nation Is  a reproduction 

�echanlsm. one would anticipate greater mean quantities of Quercus and Carya 

pollen in the pollen rain Of Oak Woods than In the others even though Quercus and 

Carya species occur I n  a l l  the vegetation types. 

There should, then, be a fairly clear relationship between the results of the 

discrimj�ant function analysis based upon these ten pollen types and the ecol ogical 

conditions which foster developrr�nt of the vegetation types re�resented differentially 

by their pollen rains. That i s  to say, we would anticipate that the ecological 

variations which encourage the sample plots to support different floras ��uld be 

ex�ctly those which encourage them to develop different pollen rains. A correspondence 

should be observable, then, between the discriminant functions whIch separate the 

pollen rains of the floods types and the ecological conditions which condition their 

floristic characteristics. 

Faller's cluster analysis of the floristic similarity of the park's vegetation 

types, b3sed upon a two dimensional ordination along MOisture and successional 

gradIents, was i l l ustrated as Figure 1 .  The discriminant function analysis based 

upon the 10 pollen taxa Is  i l l ustrated <IS Figure 5 .  The similarity of relative 

position of vegetation types on these figures is readily apparent. At this juncture, 

or course, it  c�nnot be demonstrated that the correspOndence Is  "rea l . - A stotlstical 

test of correlation l-:Quld require assumptions about the data base .,,·hlch are not 

demonstrable . But i t  seems hardly l i kely, irrespective of what a statistical test 
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might lndlc�te, that such a correspondence of two independentlY generated sets of 

data could occur if the two were not actual ly Independently measuring the same 

natural processes. It t.'Outd appear that the first dlscrlmf�nt function of the 

3rd analysis (Root 1 ) ,  which accounts for 7Z.4S of the variation among the samples 

( p  • .  016), measures the degree of xericity Faller i ndentffed as the primary axis 

of dissfml lari ty among the vegetation types of MCNP. The second di scrimi nant 

function (Root 2 ) .  tthlch a((Dung for another 14.1: of the variation among the 

sarr.ples ( p  • .  402) appears to measure the degree of successional advance Faller 

Identified as the secondary axis of dissimilarity among the vegetation types . 

The correspondence of the results of t�e discriminant function �nalysis and Faller's 

�n�ly5is of simi 1�rity l ends, 1 believe. convincingly strong support to the 

proposition that tills form of d i scriminant function analysi s 1$ usabl e as a contro l .  

Application of the discriminant scores for e�ch of the ten pollen types to a pollen 

spectrum recovered as a fossil record should allow reliable diagnosis of the 

vegetation type \,hfch produced that fossil spectrum . At least, this should be 

true i f  the fossil pollen record refers to one of the five �egetatlon patterns 

controlled by these data. 

6. Ar:ALYSIS ; UNCONTROLLED POLLEN RECORDS 

T�ere are two forms of uncontrolled pollen records to which the analysis of 

the control data w�y be applied for purposes of interpretation. The first of 

these consists of surface sample pollen records which are not �ssignable to 

positions on Figure 1 .  The second consists of fossil pollen recordS . 

One of the 20 surface samples col l �cted could not be assigned a position on 

Figure 1 because It derived from a plot representing the Hemlock V.oods vegetation 

type. Two other surface samples have also produced pol len r�cords, as a result 

of sampl ing undert�ken subsequent to the initial work in 1974. These are uncontrolled 
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because the archaeologist who collected them did not record the vegetation occuring 

ot tile collection locus. In theory, however, these surface sample pollen records 

can be lnterpret�d through application of the discriminant function analysis plotted 

u Figure 5. If the analysis provides an accurate reflection of vegetation types 

and the ecological parameters which condition their existence. knowlegc of either the 

ecology or the flora of a surface satolpl ing locus should allQw prediction of the 

position of Its discriminant scores on that graph. 

The Hemlock: Woods sample. for example. was collected a t  a plot haying moisture 

and successional characteri stics well expressed by its floristic and substrate 

attributes . The plot i s  located i n  the �andstone substrate district north of the 

Grecn River on the terrace of a seasona l l y  active stream draining Blue Springs Hollow. 

Within the 50 x 100 foot area sarr;pled, Tsuga i s  the dominant tree ( 1 4  specimens) and 

various species of oak make up the subdominant taxon ( 4  specimens) . The basal area 

of these 18 individuals is large enough to exclude all but eight other trees from 

the plot. This, and tile fact that none of the trees of the plot are well adapted to 

successiOnal habitats, documents the rehtlvely high position the plot holds on the 

successional scale of figure 1 .  Both the adaptations of the flora and its topo

graphic-edaphic situation document the plot as representing a moderately low 

position on the scale of xericlty. One would predict that application of the 

discriminant function analysis would locate the pollen record of this plot between 

the posftlons of �jixed Woods and Oak Woods records on the horizontal scale of figure 

5 and between the positions of Beech \1oods and Successional 'loods records on the 

vertical . In fact, this 1 5  the case; its c�lcu'ated co-ordinate on the horizontal 

sc�le (Root 1 )  i s  -3 .18 and its co-ordinate on the vertical scale (Root 2) is 

-20.08 (Table I ) .  
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The second surface s�mple was collected from the surface of the archaeological 

site named awl Cave (GRS-1 9) . This is a solution cavern local i ty In the northwest 

corner of Cedar Sink. which occurs i n  the southl<o'est corner of MeN? Cedar Sink 

derives its name (rom the promlnance of Juniperus vlrqlnlana at the locus, which 

I s  recognized as a characterizing taxon of Successional Woods . One would predict 

that this surface sample would yield a pollen record attributable t o  Successional Woods 

through application of the discriminant functions analysis. Indeed, t his is the 

(<lse. The surface pollen record from Owl Cave Is located at -3.51 on the IKlrhontal 
scale of Figure 5 and - 1 7 . 2 6  on the v erti cal scale as a result of such analysis. 

The third surface sample was col lected from the surface of the talus slope 

external to the archaeological site named Blue Springs Hollow Shel ter (GRS-12 ) .  
This i s  a sandstone rockshe lter locality situated ab ove the terrace of Blue Springs 

Kol low.  I t  lies only a few scores of met�rs downstnam and opposite one of the Oak 

.. WoodS locations sampled in the original surface series, and i s  s i tuated about one 

kil ometer upstream of the Hemlock �oods location discussed above . Though no 

vegetation data werc collected at the sam p l i ng location, I t s  map position in 

relationship to control led data and Its topographlc-edaphic situation are 

sufficiently well kno�1n to allow min llll<ll pre dict io ns .  I f  d iscrim inant function 

analy sis were applied, the sampl e Should reflect hab itat xe ricity on the orde r of 

an Oak Woods pattern . Its relationship to the successional scale Is InCIre obscure. 

There are t� reasons for t hi s. On the one han d ,  the stati stical probability of 

accuracy of Interprctatlon �Ih lch results from use of this scale of meas urement i s  

only .402. On the other h<!nd, the sar.lpl e was collected from a geoqraphic area of 

less than 20 m
2

. I t  Is thus not cOlll'arab1e to the controlled surface pollen records . 

Even if the vegetation of this small plot were recorded, It would not produce data 

compuable to the vegetation records of the control scries . In fact, the prediction 

of indications o f  xeric cond itions is borne out by the analysis but In a fashion 

• 
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which could not have been anticipated from available information. The pollen r�cord 

of the Blue Springs Hollow Shelter talus 1 5  positioned at co-ordinate -0.79 on the 

horizontal scale and co-ordinate -17.54 on the vertical scale of Figue 5. Tllis 

would indicate the xerici ty level at the talus locus is lower than any sarrpled In 

the original series and the degree of successional advance Is not appreciably 

greater than that represented by the flora of Cedar Sink. 

Fossil pollen records presently available (rom the three archaeological l ocal es 

(Table III)  represent a series of temporal hori zons . One of the records (rom Blue 

Springs Hollow Shelter was removed from midden deposits containing artifactual 

material s  dfasnostic of late WOOdland occupation of the park, �hlch is esti�ted to 

date between 500-1000 BP.4 
The sediments of Crump ' s  Cave �hlch were pol l fnferous 

were of the upper strata exemlned archaeol ogical ly . These produced artifacts 

attributable to Middle Hoodland occupation of the general area and probably date 

between 1400 and 2400 BP. The pol len records of Salts C/lve Vestibule are earliest 

in the series. The sequence of sar.:pled deposits incorporates a series of strata 

that presu��bly were developed over a relatively long Interval . The best available 

approximation Is that at l east part of the sequence covers the 3500-1900 BP horizon of 

vestibule occupancy, and part �y be earlier. 

Cowparfson of discriminant score �alues of the fossil pollen records wi th 

those of the control led modern surface samples produces different results et each 

site. Presumably these reflect paleoen�ironmental changes through time. 

The late lloodland midden sample froll'! Blue Springs Hollow Shelter ( spec . 3 of Tabl e 

produced a pollen record classifiable to the Riparian Woods group . Though this indicate, 

the occurrence of a r::uch I-o'etter pal eoen�lronment during occupation,  it could well have 

been very localized in  Blue Springs Hollo�. Establhtur.ent of a beaver dalll or 

4Estimates of antiquity are expressed in  tems of uncorrected radiocarbon years. 
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•• other obstruction adequate to flood that portion of the hollow below the shelter 

woul d  account for such a pollen record without Invoking climatic change, and would 

explain the prominance of box turtle remains In the occupational area as wel l .  

• 

The pollen records of the pre-occupational deposits (specimens 4 and 5) are both 

classifiable to the Oak Woods group. They ostensibly represent the occurenc!! of 

a vegetation pattern i n  the Immediate vicinity o f  the shelter which i s  more or 

less l i k e  that generally supported today I n  this area of MCtlP just prior to late 

Woodland occupatio n. 

The pollen records of Crump ' s  Cave ostensibly dale more or less to the horizon 

of the pre-occupation pollen records from Blue Springs Hollow Shelter. They do 

not appear to docurr.en t  the same local vegetation type, but this Is  not to be e)(pected 

since the two sites are located in different substrate prodnces of the ',:CNP study 

area. Crump ' s Cave i s ,  i n  fact. located about si)( miles southwtlst of the park i n  

a district o f  l imestone substrate. 

The pollen record of the uppermost stratum tested at Crump ' s  Cave (spec . I )  

is classifiable to the Successional Woods group. Though this stratum incorporates 

prehistoric materials i t  i s  described as very loosely cOKpacted. disturbed and 

probilbly dcposHed subsequent to occupation . I believe thtl polltln it contains 

h .  a reflection of historic condi tions . The pollen record of the second 

stratum Is cl�ssifiable to the Mhed Woods group, and that of specimen 3 - .... hich 

� .. as associated with ash and charcoal scaled by a lens of l lmcstonc bl'eakdolln - is 

assignable to the Riparian 1<00d5 group. Taken together, the two reflect the sort 

of f:leslc local environnent one would anticipate for the Crump 's Cave location today. 

The pollen records of specimens � and S derive from occupational strata also, 

but are not classifiable In terms of vegetation patterns knol'm In the )lCUP area a t  

the present time. They �st closely appro)(irr.'lte the surface sediment S4r:1ple pollen 

record from the talus at Blu@ Springs Hollow Shelter, which has been evaluated as 
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reflecting very xeric conditions of local ecology. The Crump 's Cave sequence, then, 

appears to reflect the occurrence of loca l ,  If  not regiona l ,  modification of 

ecological conditions (rom an earlier xeric to a subsequent mesic situation during 

the horizon of Middle Woodland occupancy of Crump ' s  Cave. 

The fossil pollen records of profile  JIV at Salts Cave Vestibule have been 

previously interpreted In te�s of forest type variations through time (Schoenwctter 

1974bj . Here we are concerned with vegetation type variation, as this i s  the level 

of abstraction controlled by the surface sample data now available. 

The four recognized temporal horizons represented stratigraphically in the ex

tavated portions of the sHe (Watson 1974a:82) are represented. sequentially. by 

pollen sample 1 8  (upper breakdown debris and clay horizon ) ;  samples 17 and 16 

(midden among breakdo,m horizon); samples I S ,  1 4  and 1 3  (midden-be�ring brown clay 

horizon ) ;  and samples 10 and 5 ( lower brea�do,,'O debris interfingering with sand 

and gravel horil0n ) .  There is no exact correlation between these horizonsiIfld the 

character of sequential variations In the pollen record, ho�ver. The pollen records 

of the upper two horizons are cooparable to each other, and the pol len records of 

the 11-.'0 samples of the earliest horizon are not comparable to each other. The 

pollen records of samples 1 7  and 1 6  date to the latest Early floodland occupancy of 

the cave. S�mple 18 presur.ably dates just subsequent to this interval . At prescnt 

there is no obvious way the absolute antiquity of saw.ple 1 8  �y be precisely estl�ted. 

but I t  Is  probably accurate to assume that it  reflects environmental conditions 

occuring at Salts Cave approximately two to four centuries prior to the paleoenviron

mental condit i ens represent€d by the carli cst pollen records of the Mi ddl e �loodl and 

horiZon at Crump ' s Cave. 

Sample 1 8  yields a pollen record which. when ass€ssed in reference to the 

control led surface umples. indicates the local occurrence at  Salts Cave of the 

se�e paleovegetation pattern and ecological conditions which occurred at Cr�p'$ 
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Cave during the early part of the Middle Woodland horizon sampled. This should 

not be ta�en as an indication that the pollen record of the two sites al lows their 

biostratigraph ic correl ation, however . I t  Is unlikely that the same vegetation 

pattern would have been locally promlnant at each of the two locations at any given 

time under equivalent conditions of climate since each is distinctive In regard to 

l ocal hydrography and edaphol ogy . Today the Cr(illlp ' s  Cave locfttion supports a roore 

mesic vegetation pattern though I t  Is Infl uenced by the same cl l��tlc condition 

"'tilth occurs lit S<Ilts Cave. If unifon:rtitarlan principles apply, this obviat<'s the 

l i kel ihood that the occurrence of the sa�e vegetation pattern at both locations-

at least as evIdenced by the pollen of archaeological context sediments--is a 

reflection of conter.lporaneity through biostratigraphic correlation. 

It Is significant to note that the pollen records of sampl es 1 7  and 1 6 ,  which 

date to the late Early Woodland occupation of Salts Cave, apparently reflect the 

same local pal eoenvi ronr..ental conditions as sample 18.  The inferences to be drawn 

are, on the one hand, that local condi tions at the extreme of va riation of the 

xerlcity scale yet sal:lpled in the l:IOdern vegetation patterns of tiCNP were maintained 

before and after the interval of late l imestone breakoo\O;n at Salts Cave. I n  l ight 

of this I t  bectm:es difficult to assess that breakdol1rl as a consequence of regional 

cl imatic change . On the other hand, the inference �y be drawn that modi fication of 

the biological envi ronment of the Salts Cave locality ",'as not coincident with the 

termination of late Early ,!oodhnd residency of the site. Some of the anthropological 

and archaeol og ical f�pli cations of this inference are di scussed in se(tion 8. 

Suffice I t  to say here that the continuity of ecological conditions from pre- through 

post-abandonrrent ti�e seems to obviate the pro$pect that the behavior of abandorl .. r.ent 

wu strongly influenced by environmental change . 

The pollen records of the Salts Cave Vestibule midden horizon are corr,parable 

to each other in this analys i s  but not comparabl e  to those from the superimposed 
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derive from a vegetation pattern signi ficantly more xeric, and perhaps also evl· 

dencing signi ficantly less successional advance, than 3ny of the vegetation patterns 

occurring In MCNP at the present time. The inference to be drawn i s  tlla1 during 

the principle period of Early Woodland residency of the site, local vegetation was 

adapted to such xeric conditions of paleoenvlron�ent that--rclatlve to the present-

the character, quality and distributions of biotic resources In the area were 

modified in major fashions. 

The l i kel ihood that the xericity of the paleoenvironment was cl l��tlcal1y 

Induced i s  not evaluable from the HCUP pollen data now available because it references 

local conditions. The date of this environmental interval at Salts Cave, however , 

is estlmated to l i e  I n  the 3500-2500 BP range on the basis of tllree radiocarbon assays 

(Gak 2622. 2765 and 2766). Wendland and Bryson (1974) date the transition from 

the sub-Boreal to sub-Atlantic c l illllltic "episodes· (Bryson et al 1970) ca. 2760 

BP. There is thus general infol1llatfon derived from the palynological record of 

the northern hemisphere to indicate that both the 10c<l.I maxillllllly xeric and the 

local relatively xeric conditions expressed i n  the pol len records of Salts Cave 

were climatically condItioned and tlo not reflect strictly local f�ed paleoenvi r'onmental 

JI'.od! flca t ion. 

The two pollen records of the earliest stratigraphic horizon of sediment 

acc�ulation are not comparable to those of the midden horizon nor are they comparable 

to each other. The sample from stratum 1 3  (specimen 10) is comparab l e  to the 

records obtained in the upper stratigrapl1ic un1ts of this site and those rl'ferencing 

the earlier part of the Middle Woodland period at Crump ' s  Cave. Taken at face value. 

i t  seems to reflect the local occurrence of relatively xeric conditions and vegetation 

of a type not now observable i n  the MeNP area . There are two problems , ho""ever . 

'Ihlch reflect strongly on the prospect of accurate analysis in this case. FIrst, the 
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number of pollen grains observed in this sample i s  l ow and the number upon which 

frequency values of the significant pollen types i s  calculated i s  lower stll l .  The 

probabi l i ty that the population of pollen grains sampled i n  this case derives from 

some other vegetation pattern than the one evidenced is thus higher than occurs i n  

the other Salts Cave vestibule records. The occurrence of single pollen grains of 

walnut and elm. i n  this instance. strongly infl uences the analys i s .  Second, no 

pollen records are yet available from temporally equivalent or temporally similar 

deposits at the site which would offer a means o f  evaluating the replicability of 

this record. In combination. these problems justify recognition that--at present-

the analysis of this pollen record must be considered suffici�ntly ins�cure to 

obviate reliance on any interpetive statement which might be adv�nced. 

The record of pollen sample 5, derived from the basal sands of the section, 

is comparable to that of the modern surface sedin;ent of the Hemlock Woods plot. 

Taken at face value it indicates the local occurrence of a vegetation pattern adapted 

to conditions ,JIlich are more xeric than those occurring today at Salts Cave but not 

rr.ore xeric than occur today within the boundaries of I.:cNP . If the Salts Cave area 

supported human popUlations at the ti�e. they would pres�ably have had access to 

the resources of one type of vegetation pattern which does not now occur there . But 

the distribution (and possibly quality) of other vegetatlon patterns ""ould probably 

have been quite di fferent from that we observe today. 

These inferrences also must be regarded with some skepticism, however. Again, 

we are dealing with the evidence provided by a single pollen record . The problem is 

compounded by the fact that we have only a single sUl'face sample of Krnllock Woods 

vegetation to guide the analysis and no quantitati· .. e evaluation of the degree of 

J(ericity that vegetation type might express. The CO"'parabi l i ty of this record and 

the modern surface record from the Hemlock Hoods plot is s tati s t i  ca 1 1  y adequa te. but 

lack of replicability must be taken into account i n  assessing the accuracy of the 

recon�truction advanced as a result of analys i s .  
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The earlie�t archaeological context pollen records of the KCNP can be analyzed 

i n  terms of the vegetation patterns evidenced, but such lnferrences are not yet 

sufficiently well supported to serve as a firm basis for interpretative r�arks. 

When these pollen records can be controlled through replications and expanded surface 

sample studies. 1t is l i kely they will reflect paicoconv \rOlV:lental condHlons In the 

study area during the Atlantic cl imatic episode. 

Reasonably firm evidence referent to the Early Woodland period allows recegn!· 

tion of an interval of very �erlc �eleoenvl ronment that probably ended ca. 2760 BP 

and a succeeding Interval of relatively xeric paleoenvironment. Little modification 

of Early Woodland resource extractive strategy seems to have been conditioned by 

this paleoenvironmental change even though the change Itself Is l i kely to h�ve been 

cl imatically induced and therefore r�gionally �ffectlve. r�diflcatlon of hunting 

strategy Is evidenced subsequent to the change. but the available record would Indl-

cete that hunting �as not a significant resource extraction pattern used by the 

Early Hoodland residents of Salts Cave Vestibule at any time (Duffield 1974:133).  

Thou9h modification of the resource extraction !'<lttern which involved cultigens and 

exotic plants ( e . g .  Cucurbita) did occur during the Early Woodland, this behavioral 

modification preceded local pal eoenvironmental change by some centuries. 

Relatively xeric conditions of paleoenvironment appear to have been �Intalned 

without local modification through and after the period of termination of Early 

Woodl and culture i n  the study area . Local vegetaticn pattern changes had occurred 

by the tla:e our pollen sequence picks up again i n  the nlddle Woodland period, but 

these may not reflect regional modi ficati ons of paleoenviro�nt. The record offers 

no indication that the modification of cultural systems from that we identify as 

Early Woodland to that we i denti fy as Middle rloodhnd was influenced by paleoenviron

ment changes occurring i n  the study area. 
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During the course of Middle lIoadland occupation of the MeNP district another 

paleoenvironmental chango took place. Relatively xerIc conditions which supported 

vegetation patterns not now observable in the par� were replaced by morc mesic ones. 

At Crump' s  Cave local vegetation of the sort that was probably present at the time 

of American pioneer entry to the study area became established. The same is probably 

true for the Blue Springs Hollow Sheller locale. The date of thIs transition Is not 

kn�n. but it is not unreasonable to suggest it took place between 1 700 and 1600 BP 

and marks the termination of the sub-Atlantic climatic episode and the Initiation of 

modern (Neo-Borea l ) cl imatic conditions . 

Though the characteristics of the local and regional resource base must have 

been profoundly affected by this paleoenvi ron.lental change we presently have no 

evidence of behavioral or cul tural modifications that may have occurred as a result 

of. or been conditioned by, tlie change. Partly, of course, we may account for this 

by our rather l imited understanding of the nature of Middle Woodland culture 1n the 

�rk are". Presentl y, most of �Ihat \"Ie know only ,,11ol';s recognition of the temporal 

placement of Middle Woodland popul ations. 

The rogional paleoenvironment conditions initiated during t·liddle 'Joodland 

times appear to have persisted until the present . local paleoenv i ron�nt modifica

tions are recorded for the late Woodland period, but could be explained without 

recourse to consideration of regional scale factors . Presently available cul tural 

info�tion supports this interpretation to a degree, since it provides no evidence 

of significant change 1n  resource extraction strategies frOll �\fddle to late 

\,'ood land times . 

There are two issues of some significance which require resolution for acceptance 

of these Interpretations. One Is the issue of the potential infl uence of human 

behavior on the pollen records. The other is the relati onshi p  of prehistoric 

resource extraction technology to the characteristics and di stributions of the 

paleovegetation patterns. 
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The discriminant function analysts utilized is highly influenced by frequency 

�alues of two pollen types l i kely to have been introduced to the site area os a 

result of plant harvesting and storage activities: Chenopodinneae and Compositae 

pollen. Chenopodlnneae <lnd COlltposHae pollen also are produced by species adapted 

to disturbed sol' conditions. so �y have been locally prominant as a result of 

hu�n traffic and waste disposal near the sites. Thus high frequency values of these 

taxa may be artifacts of huw�n activity patterns in  fossil records which, if  they 

occur, would bias an analysis based on the comparabi l i ty of fossil and modern 

pollen values. 

The problem 1s greatest in the case of the Salts Cave Vestibule records 

referable to thl! [arly Woodland horizon, for a "'calth of availablc evidence 

(\latson 1974b) documents the harvesting and storage of species producing both pollen 

typcs by the cave occupants . Is it  l i kely that the palynological Indices of 

�ericity in  samples of this agc are artifacts of man-induced variation i n  pollen 

frcquency? Though I grant the possibility, I believe the probabil ity of such an 

infcrence to be lo"'cr than thc inference that the fossil pollcn records aN'! 

true indices of the local vegetation . 

If the pollen record were influenced to a significant degree by human disturbance 

of the local environment. one would expect that as occupation proceeded this 

dlsburbance ,"auld be progessl vely JIIOre pronounced. PresUJl'ably. it ,"auld rise fro-

a �Inimal to a ma�imal level and be maintained more or less at that position until 

occupation ceased. Then I t  ,,'auld hll off to a lesser l evel subsequent to 

occupation. Nefther the Chcnopadinnede nor the Campositae pollen discriminant 

score va 1 ues pa ttern sequent ia 11y a s expected by thi s recons truct I on. Root 1 

discriminant scores for Compositae (Table I) are not significantly different prior 

to cave occupancy (sample 10),  during cave occupancy (Sdr.Jp1eS 14,  16) and subscquent 

to c!ve occupancy (sample 18). Root I discriminant scares for Chenopodinneae �re 
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maximal early i� the period of cave occupancy (sample 13) but s�w a pattern of 

decl ine there after until the tenalnus of occupation and then increase significantly. 

If occupation of the cave created disturbed conditions in the immediate area 

supporting stands of Chenopodi nne�e and Compositae pol len producers, these 

pollen records leave no clue to their existence. 

I f the poll en record were i nfl uenced to a 5 Igni ficant degree by poll en ha rves ted 

with the seeds of Chenopod!nneae and Composltae pollen producers , we would expect 

to observe an increase in that pollen if harvesting was increased. Y.trnel1 (1974) 

provides clear evidence from the JIV profile of an Increase in the harvest of 

Chenopodium and Iva in level 4 relative to levels 5-7. The Root 1 discriminant 

scores of Chenopodinneae �nd Compos itae pollen, hOh'ever, decrease i n  l evel 4 rel �tive 

to levels 5-7. The �pparent xericity of pal eoenvironment during the Early \!oodJ and, 

then, is not as easily i nterpreted as an artifact as i t  Is interpreted as a n�tural 

phenomenon. 

Though far less is known of the �tterns of prehistoric resource extraction 

strategies In MCUP than we would prefer, flotation of archaeological context deposits 

offers a sub$tantial body of evidence relating to this matter. Present indications 

are that the subsi stance strategy of [arly lloodland populations centered upon seed 

and nut harves ts supplemented by s�me and coll ection of wi l d native fruits and 

pot herbs . At least two of the seed crops were cul tivated. During the later phase 

of Early \�oodhnd occupation at lent one exotic (ul tigen (Cu(urbfta ) w�s added as a 

resource and subsistance dependence on seed and nut harvests was Intensified . In 

the r11dd1e Woodland periOd nut harvests and g,u:·.e resources seem to have been more 

emphnized than was the case earlier, though cultivation of exotic sp€'(:les was 

maintained. This pattern is �1so evidenced for Late �.'ood1and populat1ons, but 

there are some Indications that by this time cultjv�t!oo of native seed crops had 
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been abandoned as an extractive strategy . 

Throughout the sequence, reliance upon species adapted to floodplain and 

disturbed soils habitats is emphasized. The primary seed crops--sumpweed, chenopod , 

amaranth, knot�eed. pokeweed, sunfl ower, maygrass and panic grass--flourfsh as II 

natural association on seasonally disturbed and replenished floodplain soil s. The 

primary nut crops--tlfdory and oak during the Early Woodland lind hidery and \j<J;lnut 

during the Middle and late Woodland perfods--also may be attri buted t o  the floodpl ain 

habitat .  Hickory and oak species are well adapted to more xeric habitats as wel l ,  

lind ... 'alnut i s  not uncorrmon I n  J·lixed �!oods stands, but there Is no reason to require 

reconstructions of plant food extraction strategy beyon d  t�e floodplain �rgin . 

Interestingly. in the study area floodplains constitute t�e IIlOst stable form 

of habitat �val labl e . The m&jor streams are s upported by underground reservo irs, 

as are many minor creeks which flow as a result of the discharge of s prings . Thus 

the principle flow of �any floodplains I s  maintained through periods of drought. 

while Seasonally Increased f l ow occurs as a result of the release of winter pre

cipitation. Clirr.atic fluctuations, particularly I n  the degree of xericity, thus 

have much more pronounced effect on other vegetation patterns than on Riparian 

�:oods. Subsistance strategies oriented towards the harvest of Riparian �oods and 

floodpl ain resources, then, could maintain A high level of conslstancy I n  this area 

irrespective of climatic change. At least, It woul d be relat1vely easier to main

tain a subsistance strategy whlc� was floodplain-oriented without technological 

r.�dificatfon over Cdny � I l l enia than one oriented towardS the resources of other 

vegetation patterns . 

The evidence of the archaeol og ica l record, of course, Is  that subslstance 

strategy did undergo Yariatlon through tl�� . On the one hand, the palynological 

record indlc�tes that these c�angei bear no temporal relationship to p�leoenvlron

mental changes which occurred In the <l.rea during the period of occup�ncy. On the 
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other hand. assessment of the habitat requirements of the vegetation pattern from 

which the major subsistance resources were extracted indicates that tills habitat 

would have been least affected by the sorts of paleoenvironmental changes which 

took place. 

8. ANTHROPOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS 

The interpret ... tions drawn In the prior section threaten to s()!I'.e degree two 

widely accepted pOSitions of modern anthropological theory as i t  is applied to 

archaeological research. Though it is premature to assess this threat as grounds 

upon which that theory should be seriously questioned, it Is �lorthwhi1e at this 

juncture to el ucidate the issues Involved and to examine the relevance of this 

situation to the question of its influence on plans for future 

arch"eological Investigation In the fiCllP area . 

As characterized by leone (1972), modern archaeol091cal work relies upon an 

evolut\(mary theory of cul tural change which accepts a systems perspective and a 

cultural e(ological �pproach to the analysis of prehistoric patterns of behavior. 

The role of cnviroMlent,,1 factors i n  conditioning and influendng th!l nature of 

habitual behavior patterns is recognized as crucially significant i n  this theory. 

Any �ajor modification In the bio-physlcal or the soclo-cul tural environmental 

context in which a behavior pattern functions Is thought to operate to select 

positively certain ranges of behavioral variation and negatively select against 

other ranges. Thus, by II process the anthropologist calls adaptation, habitual 

behavior patterns are modified to function I:JJre efficiently or effectively In 

the new enylron�ntal context and culture change is effected , 

Modification of environmental parameters Should, j f  the theol'Y Is accurate, 

create conditions stil!:ulating the establish .. r.ent of new functionally effective 

relationships bet��en environmental context and the behavior of a popul�tlon, The 
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major paleoenvironmental variations which occurred in the HeN? area late i n  the 

Early Woodland and during the Middle Woodland periods, then, should have had a 

clear and inrnediate effect upon the behavioral patterns of MOl? popul ations . We 

presently have no archaeological evidence that this i s the case. Similarly. the 

.ajar behavioral change involving late Early �oodland intensification of extractive 

stratedy should. theoretically, have resulted I n  adaptive restructuring of rela

tiOnships between habitual patterns of behavior and the socio-cultural context in 

which they occurred. No archaeological evidence of this has yet been recognized. 

A second theoretical propos ition of mdern archaeology is that the subsi stance 

strategy of any 9iven prehistoric populotion functioned either to maxl�lly 

exploit the food resources of its territory with a mi nimum of energy investment 

( "mi ni -max· rr.odel of Pl09 and Hill 1971) or to fulfill minimal food requirements 

by selecting the least cost options arnong �1ternativ(! courses of economic action 

( UsatisficerH roodel of JO<'lchim 1976). Though other econanic models having stron9 

parellelisms with ecologic<'ll �els are recognized (Rappaport and Turner 1977). 

archaeologists have not yet found the. appl icabl e. 

tleither model .  ho�'ever. seems suluble or appropriate to the MeNP archaeolo

gi cal record. I�CtIP populations <'Ippear not to h�ve reaxfmiwd the extractive 

strategy most consistant with pal('ocnvirorroental conditions occurring at any given 

tilr.e . If they had done so, one would anticipate the recovery of archaeological 

evidence of extractive strategy �dlficatfon coincident with, or lagging shortly 

behind, paleoenvi ronmental modification. In fact, the record indicates that those 

changes which �'er(! made in extractive strategy preceeded peleoenvironmental 

changes and were not modified further when paleoecological var1ations then occurred . 

Nor does evidence of satlsficer behavior show up i n  the "CNP record . If this were 

the economic pattern �ployed one would expect a very consistant suite of extraction 

strategy activities to have been employed throughout the occupational h istory of 
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MCtIP since the resource zone exploited Is a very stable one not much subject 

to modification u a result of paleocl i matic change. But thls I s  not what I s  

indicated. At one point In the sequence a pre-existing extractive strategy i s  

intensified In the d i rection of more seed cultivation and harvesting and later i t  

is modified i n  the d i rection of more intensive nut harvesting . If one of these 

variations Is the least cost al ternative, the other cannot be . 

I am not proposing 1h41 the lack of congruence between the archaeological 

record predicted by accepted theory and that observed cal l s the credibi l ity of 

accepted theories into serious question. I am concerned more to point out that 

i t  raises serious doubts about our abil ity to recognize behavioral modifications 

of the sorts significant to our theoretical propositions on the basis of the 

data foms nonna l l y  recovered and traditional ly consi dered significant for the 

interpretation of prehistory . 1t would appear that i f  we are to !TI<Ike research 

progress i n  our study of the archaeology of this area we must come to grips with 

the issue of the effectiveness of the research design that has been e�ployed to 

dale. /lew directions for research seem to be demanded , as those we've been 

fol lowing appear to be leading us ever deeper into areas of confusion some rather 

basic theory informs us should be reasonably clear . 

I am quite unsure of the research directions l i kely to prove profitable i n  

future study of the nchaeologfcaJ record of the flCNP area. Because a great 

number of logistical and methodol og ical probl!!Dls impinge on any form of archaeological 

study, that matter should most properly be addressed by archaeologists far 

more familiar with the particulars o f  archaeol ogical WI,Irk In the area. In general 

terms, r thin� two alternHlve research orienlat\ons--or a coniblnatlon of botll-

might be effective, hOlOever. One of these is researcll into the question of the 

cllaracter of archaeological data already accumulated which has been largely 

Ignore:lor studied only in traditiondl fashions until now. Our theory predicts that 
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certain behavioral changes of an adaptive character are retogn llable i n  the data 

we have. Perhaps our principle problem Is that we've not reali zed the s ignificance 

of certai n information now available or not Identified analytic procedures to 

extract it properly_ 

The other orientation is research into the question of the appropriateness of 

Identifying prehistoric behavior patterns in the ways we have done until now. Our 

research tendency to date has been pri ncipally oriented towards Identification of 

prehistoric activity patterns as members of a given class: horticultural activity. 

mi ni ng activity. hunting activity, disposal of the dead activity. ceramic manufacturing 

activity. stone tool manufacturing activity, settlement location activity, etc .  \ole 

�ave tended to leave examination of the behavioral boundaries of such classes either 

unstated or unresolved as a general rule.  We have looked Into the question of how 

one class of act hit ies may serve to Mnpl ify and re-enforce a deviati on from the 

behavioral norm of another class, but our methods are ffiOre oriented to assessments 

of the distinctions between the classes than to thefr overlaps and simi la rities . 

I am quite \oIel l  aware of the difficulties even the most knowl edgeable, 

skilled and crea tive Scientific archaeologist faces I'lhen confronted with the 

challenge of Id(mtifylng and impl ementing new research orientations for the study 

of a mass of archaeological records. I have no idea if such a chal lenge Is even 

worthy of serious conSideration and commlt�ent in the study area at present . 

But the ireplicatlon of the results of research to date i s  that SOllIe very real 

and very significant probl ems remain to be resol ved and the researc� orientations 

that have been used do not seem to be adequate to th� purpose. 

It fray be true, when taken in perspective, th�t it Is yet necessary to pursue 

existing research strategies for an undefinable period . Those problems that can 

be Identified as requiring resolution are yet only conflicts between what theory 

predict5 we should expect as a general rule and what we actually observe. Before 
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a signi ficant committment is made to spetific new researth designs, it may be most 

profitable to attempt to better clarify the specifics of predicted expectations and 

use existing research designs as means of assessing more exactly the discrepancies 

that se� to exist . T�e point of t�ls portion of t�e report i s  not that of 

attacking either the anthropological theory or the archaeological methods presently 

used. The point has been to establish a reference position from w�lch one may 

evaluate problems and consider the advantages and d f sadvantages of the pursuit of 

present orientations . Whether or not a new tack is chosen i s  really not at issue, 

as I understand the situation. What is important i s  that the matter I s  not ignored 

�hen 1 t  Is necessary to fonnulate programs for additional archaeological v."Ork i n  

the �ICNP district . 



APPENDIX: TECHNICAL iNFORHATION 

1 .  Pollen £Xtraction Procedure 

47 

T�e extraction procedure i n  general u�e i n  this l a boratory (Schoenwetter 

1 975) is a modificatlon of that designed by �lehrlnger (1967) for extrllction 

of pollen (rom sediment samples of l arge volume. The nor��l procedure was 

modified for this sample series to involve (a) boiling the extract in HF i n  

a n i c�el crucible for 20 minutes as a means o f  further reducing its Inorgani c  

fractlon, and (b) subjecting the extract to acetylation (acetolysis procedure 

of Erdtn:an 1 943) as a means of reduclng Its organic fraction. These modifi

cations were also used by Gfsh (1975) when extracting pollen from surface and 

<l.rchaeologicaJ context samples from �tfsconsfn . 

2 .  Tabulation of Results 

Table I I :  Pol l en observed in the controlled surface samples. Locality 

designations follow the system �ployed by Faller ( 1 975) where possibl e. 

Field records identify UTH co-ordinates of the sampled location on the U . S . G . S .  

Rhoda and t�alMlOth Cave 7 . 5 '  quadrangles, 

Table 1 1 1 :  Pollen observed in the uncontrolled surface samples and the 

fossil sar.:ples of Blue Springs 1l01l0w Shelter and Crump's Cave . Pollen 

observations of Salts Cave Vestibule deposits are al rea� publ ished 

(Schocn";etter 1 974b : ICO-I OI ) . 

Table IV: Discriminant weights of the taxa of the third discriminant 

function analys i s .  Discriminant scores for a pollen taxon are calculated 

through multipl ication of each pollen frequency by its discriminant ,{eight 

value and addition of all values obtained. 
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Variable Root 1 Root 2 

Quercus - .0146 - . 2041 

Carya -.0213 -. 2299 

Ulmus - . 5889 - . 5416 

Jughns - . 231 2  -.0218 

Lir lodendion -.0994 - . 2098 

Fagus · . 3607 - . 6501 

Chenopodi l neae . 3120 .1735 

Gramlneae - . 0867 · . 1 978 

Magno! faceae - . 5951 - .2034 

Alnbrosfeae & Tubul j florae - . 0005 - . 1 856 

Table IV. Discriminant \'.'eights of the third discriminant 

functions analysis 



3 .  Efficiency of the Palynological Investiqation 

48 

All  of the 20 control l e d  surface sample coll ections r.�de by Schoenwetter 

�nd Faller i n  Apr i l  1 974 yielded pol 1 1 niferous extracts. One of the three 

uncontrol led surface samples collected by Carstens I n  /iovember of 1974 was 

not pol l cni ferous . My suspi cion in that instance Is that too small a geo-

graphic territory was sampl ed and that highly locali zed conditions adverse to 

pol l en preservation led to low productivity of the sample . The controlled 

samples were collected from plots of varying size. but never less than 100 m2 , 

This should be kept In mind when add1tlonal surface sampling is undertaken . 

The five uppermost samples collected from Crump's Cave Test A were 

pollenlferous ; the three samples collected a t  greater depth - also associated 

with 1·1lddle Woodland arti facts - were not. The extracts of sampl es 6 and 7 

,,·ere very Inorganic and difficult to observe because of the occurrence of 

col l o id. The extract of sample 8 contained an abundance of such organic 

detritus as leaf epldennal and parerchyn:a cells and fung31 spores. I t  sel'l1i5 

l i kely that geo�orphologlcal processes have adversely affected pol len pre-

servilt!on I n  sampl es 6 and 7 .  I suspect that sample 8 ,  however, was col l ected 

from a deposit which fonned rehtlvely slowly. This may have encouraged the 

destruction of pol l en falling on its surface by herbivores and saprophytes . 

Of the nine s�Mples submitted from Owl Cave . only the surface sample was 

pol l enlferous . Test p i t  0, source of the non-polleni ferous sedfll1ents , may 

have been located a t  a position where $edi�nts are too protected to trap 

adequate quantities of atmospheric pollen rain. The slope of the depos its of 

the vestibule chamber of Salts Cave al lowed in-wash of pollen with ral n,,·Hers 

running off the surface of the solullon s l n � .  At the location of Test 0 
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in Owl Cave, the slope of deposits is such that only atmospheric pollen 

could accumulate on their surfaces as deposition proceeded, or pollen intro-

duced by human agency . 

At Blue Springs Hollow Shelter two sediffient profiles were sampled for 

pollen analysis and one sa •• ple was collected from tile fill of a pit feature. 
o 

At profl l e  /N. OW the two samples of sediments superimposed on the main 

midden deposit were not polleniferous; In fact very l ittle organic material 

of any sort was found in the extract. The midden sample, In <;ontrast, is 

extraordinarily productive of excellently preserved pollen; a drop of 

extract allows examination of ca. 2000 pollen grains . The two samples 

coll ected from $ubmfdden depos its In this profile are Similar to modern surface 
• 

samples as regards productivity and preservation . At proft l e  jItN, ow - another 

very protected locus which surface runoff waters could never have affected 

s ignfficant ly - none of the 1 <'  samp les col Jected proved po 1 1  enf ferous. 

Inorganic detrftus dominates the extracts I n  all  cases. The garbage pH f111 

sample was of the same character. 

Efficiency of rr.odern surface sample pollen study thus Is quite high 

(95.5�1. as expected, but that of archaeological context samples (32�) rema ins 

low. This efficiency value Is yet lower if the shell midden deposit samples 

frOlll sites east of the park are considered . It would appear most judicious 

a t  this time to maintain palynological research invesbr�nt at about the same 

level as has beon done, rather than I ncrease i t  very dramatically. Sampl ing 

programs for recovery of both surface and archaeological context deposits can 

and should be elaborated as no�al activities of archaeological work In the area. 

But until patterns emerge which may indicate which saJlples lIave maximal 

probability for producing pollen records , it '.muld seem appropriate to proceed 
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cautiously as regards the investment of significantly larger amounts of time 

and money than has been done so far on the archaeological pollen analysis 

of MdlllllOth Cave National ParL 
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